About X·ONE
X·ONE is an internationally renowned brand that produces mobile phone accessories
designed for high-end consumer groups to create a luxurious lifestyle with digital technology.
Since the inception of the brand, we have been determined to produce the world's most
advanced mobile phone accessories to provide consumers with the best user experience.
Our passion has led us to treat every product with the utmost care. We not only continuously
improve our product quality, but also the technology in production and services to our
consumers! Despite X·ONE being already a widely recognized brand, we are confident to
produce better products to make X·ONE a leading global brand and the leader in the market
of mobile phone accessories.
The product teams in the company consists of elite young professionals. The team members
possess extensive knowledge on mobile phone accessories. They also demonstrate the
"Lehman Brothers" spirit of exploring new technologies in product development. Combined
with the passion to continuously improve our products, the teams aim to provide users with
more practical and competitive solutions.
We also produce OEM products to service providers, including the supply of raw materials,
wholesales of screen protectors, as well as molding development. Lehman Brothers
Electronic Technology Co., Ltd is readily open to cooperate with well-known manufacturers
worldwide to become partners that grow together towards the advancement of technology.
Our work attitude is to be sincere and diligent in everything we do.
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The 1st generation of the X·ONE

The shock absorption screen protector is the main product
from X·ONE . Research and development of the product
began in 2011, and it was introduced to the market the next
year. The superior protective properties of the product are
very highly sought after by consumers. To make sure our
consumers are getting the best product, we have invested a
large amount of our time and budget into research and
development throughout the years.
In 2013, the 2nd generation of the product that contains
improved shock absorption technology was produced. This

generation of products not only improved its resistance to
shock, but also offers a anti-scratch property.

screen protectors was launched in
2012 and provides the following
properties:

The 3rd generation of the product was launched in 2015.
This latest generation flaunts new and further improved
properties such as explosion proof and higher resistance to
puncture and scratch. The translucent property is further
improved by adding an oleophobic coating for antifingerprint function, while maintaining its smooth surface.
This durable product overcomes all shortcomings to
become the “Terminator of glass screen protector”.

1. Shock Absorption
2. Protection against Piercing
3. Protection against Scratching
4. Air bubble-releasing silicon
adhesive.

The following year, X·ONE
upgraded and launched the 2nd
generation Shock Absorption film
that comprises of the following
properties:
1. Ultra Shock Absorption.
2. Upgraded 5H surface hardness.
3. Anti Piercing protection.
4. Ultra HD clarity
(99.7%transparency).
5. Smoother Touch.
6. Improved Air bubble-releasing
silicon adhesive.

After an extensive R&D and
breakthroughs, the 3rd generation now
offers 9 major advantages.
1. Extreme shock resistance.
2. Puncture Protection.
3. Nano 5H surface hardness.
4. Ultra Clear HD clarity.
5. Responsive Smooth Touch
Experience.
6. Resistance to stains and smudges.
Easy to clean.
7. Easy application.
8. Ultra Flexible. Can be bent and still
retain original form.
9. Strong adhesion to screen. Silicon
adhesive that can withstand
repeated washing.

2017
Extreme series – 3rd+ Generation

After extensive research and
development and breakthrough, the
3rd+ generation 2D full coverage antishock screen protector has the
following 10 advantages:
1. 2D full coverage
2. Case friendly. No edge warp
3. Anti-shock
4. Anti-puncture
5. Anti-scratch
6. Oleophobic & waterproof coating.
Anti Smudges
7. Flexible & Arbitrary Bending
8. Stable size molding in one
9. High definition& Original color
10. Super smooth touch

Top Secret Material Formulation

MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
X·ONE Extreme Series Shock Absorption technology originates
from the military industry. The top secret formula was first used to
create a composite material to protect military helicopter blades. It
protects against hostile objects and daily wear and tear during a
battle mission.

1 2D Full Coverage

No Top Shell

Anti-shock screen protector

Full screen is not the top shell

2D full coverage

After extensive research and development
and breakthrough, the 3rd+ generation 2D
full coverage anti-shock screen protector
has the following 10 advantages:
1. 2D full coverage
2. Case friendly. No edge warp
3. Anti-shock

4. Anti-puncture
5. Anti-scratch
6. Oleophobic & waterproof coating. Anti Smudges
7. Flexible & Arbitrary Bending
8. Stable size molding in one
9. High definition& Original color
10. Super smooth touch

Phone Case
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3 Anti Shock

Direct Impact Shock Resistance

4 Puncture Protection
Ultra Stretch Resistance

Resistance against Sharp Objects
One of the most critical protection layer in the composition of
the X.ONE Extreme Series screen protector.The Ultra
Durable Stretch Resistance layer acts like a car bumper that
slows down and disperse impacts. It also blocks sharp
objects from piercing through the screen protector.

X·ONE Extreme Series Screen Protector
Test Method: Multiple impact by scissor＇ s
edge onto X.ONE Extreme Series screen
protectoraccidental direct impacts.
Result: Every impact creates a small dent on
the screen protector without piercing through to
the screen.The device is still safe to use after
applying pressure to remove air from the dents
on the screen protector.

Reduce the risks of Expensive
Screen Repairs
X.ONE Extreme Series screen protection technology will
strengthen your original screen’s shock resistance
capability by up to 5 times! Protecting your screen from
cracking under accidental direct impacts.

0.2mm Tempered Glass Screen Protector
Test Method: Multiple impact by scissor＇ s edge
onto the tempered glass
Result: Every impact creates dangerously sharp
splinters that splashes out into surrounding
areas.Tiny splinters may end up in user’s eyes
and skins that might cause complications and
injuries.Continued usage
may cut user' s fingers.

5 5H+ Scratch Protection
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Highest Hardness on a PET Film

Ultra HD

Extreme Clarity

Vivid and Flawless Image Clarity
X. ONE has put a lot of research effort into the areas of optics
and light transmittance. As we understand the importance of
image quality, X· ONE Extreme Series sharpens and retain
the crisp, Ultra HD image quality of today’s
modern smartphones.

5H+ Nano Scratch Resistance Layer
X·ONE Extreme Series screen protector’s top layer is engineered with
industry’s highest 5H+ hardness rating on a PET film material. Far exceeds
surface hardness rating on any other soft PET material’s available in the
market today. The newly added Super Oleophobic coating also makes it
more scratch resistant, as a reduced friction will cause dangerous materials
to slide off the surface, rather than damaging it. Effectively protecting your
screen from daily wear and tear.

7 Anti Smudges

Perfect Touch

Smooth Touch Experience

Fingerprint Resistance and Easy Cleaning

Liquid and Grease Repellant

Industry’s Leading Coating Technology
Direct-Injected Coating Technology allows Oleophobic coatings to
be directly engineered into a PET film material, instead of being
applied on top of the screen protector. This breakthrough process
creates longer lasting coating lifespan. This coating recreates the
smooth touch experience of an original phone screen.

X·ONE Extreme Series’ signature feature. It provides a certain amount
of finger smudge resistance and keeps the grease at bay, not allowing it
to adhere to the screen protector. This is why a simple wipe with a soft
cloth will often leave the smartphone looking brand new, without the use
of any extra cleaning solutions.

Responsive Smooth
Touch Experience
The upgraded Oleophobic coating
material is optimized for an enhanced
smooth touch operation and improved
touchscreen responsiveness.

X·ONE Extreme Series Smudge Resistance

Dirt and Grease Resistance

Test Method: Draw with a marker on an iPhone 6’s

X·ONE Extreme Series has a Super Oleophobic coating

screen, with one side protected with X· ONE Extreme

that repels finger smudges, sweats, liquid, oil and grease,
dirts and dusts, and at the same time reduce the chance
of bacteria growth on the screen.

Series screen protector.
Result: The marker lines erase itself on X·ONE Extreme
Series screen protector, as the marker’s trail breaks up
and forms many little dots, which can be wiped off the

High Temperature Glue Gun Test
Tool: Industrial Glue Gun with Hot melt adhesive
Melting Point: 135 - 180 degree celcius.
Solidify Period: 5 minutes
Test Method: Apply hot meld adhesive onto the X· ONE
Extreme screen protector, then remove after it solidifies.
Result: After the adhesive solidified, it can be completely
removed easily, without deforming or damaging the
screen protector. Proving that the Super Oleophobic layer
works wonder.
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9 Ultra-soft tough

HD

Strength and Durability

Ultra-high-definition
anti-shock screen protector

Ultra Durable
XONE Extreme Series is made of ultra durable PET
material and will not deform or crack upon bending. This
enables easy removal and cleaning for reapplication, as
opposed to tempered glass which may crack or break
during removal.

360°

Degrees arbitrarily bent
Not broken edge

2D

Ultra-high-definition
anti-shock screen protector

3D

Ultra-high-definition
anti-shock screen protector

180°

CONFIDENTIAL
2D FULL COVERAGE

Anti-peeping
Screen Protector
Original Screen

CONFIDENTIAL
PRIVACY+HOCK PROTECTION FILM
Turn left > 45°is invisible
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The obverse side is visible

Turn right > 45°is invisible
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Reduce the risks of Expensive
Screen Repairs

2D Full Coverage

X·ONE Extreme Series screen protection technology will
strengthen your original screen’s shock resistance capability
by up to 5 times! Protecting your screen from cracking under
accidental direct impacts.

Ultra Durable
flexible & anti crack edge

No Top Shell
Full screen is not the top shell
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Armorvisor
3nd Generation
2D FULL COVERAGE

X.ONE 3rd generation is also known as the King of
Screen Protectors, as it is made from the same
material as the Extreme series, with an extra Anti Bluray layer to filter out harmful Blu-rays.
Armorvisor 3rd generation Introducing 10 Cutting Edge
Protection Mechanisms:
Anti Shock
Anti Blu-ray
Puncture Protection
5H+ Scratch Protection
Ultra HD
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Perfect Touch
Anti Smudges
Air-Releasing Adhesive
Ultra-soft tough
Washable for Repeated Usage

Effectively prevents damage of
the retina to protect eyesight

Impressive Resistance
to Impact

2D Full Coverage Armorvisor can filter
harmful Bluelight and and Ultraviolet rays
ranging from 500nm and below.
It is also able to filter 90% harmful Bluelight
from 380nm to 430nm.
Harmful high-energy shortwave blue lights
can be filtered out to protect the retina.
Shortwave blue rays penetrate through the
retina and can cause pain, fever, dry eyes
among other symptoms.

The X.ONE 2D Full Coverage
Armorvisor 3rd generation films
use 3rd generation Extreme
Shock Resistance technology,
greatly enhancing the impact and
anti-break properties of the screen
by 3-5 times. It is able to easily
withstand the usual wear and tear.
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X·ONE PROTECTIVE FILM SERIES
XO
· NE is not just a main player within the industry, but is also the trend setter and leader. Over the years the
company has been committed to research and development to innovate and create a series of consumer
mobile phone protective films that provides different protective properties. The films include matte films, ultraclear anti-scratch films, anti-glare films, diamond anti-scratch films, 360 degrees privacy films, high definition
films, anti bluerays films, 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation shock absorption films.
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